We consider several models for a generalized vacation or polling system with a general (in particular, non-Poisson) arrival process. Our results are given in the context of an in put-output process operating over successive cycles", in which the service mechanism can be in an up" mode (processing) or down" mode (e.g., vacation, walking). Our primary mo tivation is polling systems, in which there are several queues and the server moves cyclically between them providing some service in queues that it visits. We allow quite general service policies, requiring only that the total amount of work that leaves the system in a cycle" is at least as great as the amount of work that was present at the beginning of the cycle. This includes the standard gated and exhaustive policies for polling systems, for example, when cycles are de ned in the natural way. That is, a cycle begins whenever the server arrives to some prespeci ed queue. The input and output processes are characterized by model-dependent conditions: pathwise bounds on the average rate and the burstiness (Cruz bounds); the existence of long-run average rates; a pathwise generalized Law of the Iterated Logarithm; or exponentially or polynomially bounded tail probabilities of burstiness. In each model we show that these properties are inherited by performance measures such as the workload and output processes and that a su cient condition for stability (in a sense that depends on the particular model) is that the input rate is smaller than the processing rate while in the up mode.
Introduction
We consider a general model for an input-output process, which includes many vacation and polling systems and other queueing systems as special cases. At any point in time, the system is either in the up" mode, with both the arrival (input) and departure (output) process operating, or the down" mode, in which the arrival process continues to operate but the departure process may not be operating. Down time may correspond to vacation time or switch-over ( walking") time in a vacation or polling system. The time that the system is empty will also typically be understood to be part of the system down time. The down times may even correspond to operation of the server at some reduced capacity, instead of complete idleness. In that case, the su cient conditions for stability and the performance bounds that we obtain may turn to be conservative.
A distinguishing feature of our model is that the time axis is divided into a sequence of disjoint time intervals or cycles" and we make certain assumptions about the behavior of the arrival and departure processes and the down time during each cycle. One example of this type of set-up is a cyclic polling system in which a cycle is de ned in the natural way. That is, a cycle begins each time the server begins serving the rst queue. Another is a vacation model where a cycle begins each time a vacation ends. In addition to vacation and polling systems, our model has other potential applications, including communication systems with time-division multiplexing and exible manufacturing processes with setups and/or breakdowns.
In general our model allows considerable exibility in the de nition of cycles. Our basic assumption throughout the paper is that the total output during each cycle is at least as great as the quantity in the system at the beginning of the cycle. Examples satisfying this output assumption are polling systems with exhaustive, globally gated, or locally gated service disci plines, with cycles de ned as above in the natural way. In contrast to most of the literature on polling systems, we allow for the discipline to change over time. Another example is a vacation system in which the server goes on vacation every time the queue becomes empty. In each of our models we also assume that the down time per cycle satis es certain constraints or growth conditions, and that the tra c intensity (suitably de ned in each model) is less than one. It is the interaction of these conditions with the output assumption that essentially constrains the de nition of cycles and motivates our derivations of performance bounds and stability.
We examine various types of performance bounds and stability for three special cases of our general model, based on di erent pathwise characteristics of their arrival and (potential) departure processes. We present the basic model and some general properties in Section 2. The three special cases are discussed in the next three sections. The rst system (Section 3) has bounded down times in each cycle and arrival and (potential) departure processes that satisfy burstiness constraints similar to those of Cruz 12] , performance measures, such as the amount of work in the system and the cycle duration. We also show that the output process satis es a Cruz-type bound. The second system (Section 4) has arrival and potential departure processes with limiting average rates. We show that the system is rate stable (i.e., the quantity in the system is o(t) as t approaches in nity) and give explicit expressions for the limiting average cycle length and fraction of time the system is down. In Section 5 we look at systems whose arrival processes satisfy a pathwise analogue of the stochastic law of the iterated logarithm. We show how all three cases can be analyzed by a uni ed sample-path approach.
Finally (Section 6) we show how our pathwise results can be applied to stochastic models. In particular we show that the workload and output processes inherit the property of exponentially or polynomially bounded burstiness from the input process. This implies that upper bounds, which are uniform in time, can be computed for the total workload in the system at any moment, for a wide class of stochastic arrival processes, not necessarily stationary nor ergodic. This generalizes many previous stability results for similar stochastic models.
In polling models that have been studied in the literature, it has usually been assumed that the queues are fed by independent Poisson arrival processes. Conditions for ergodicity as a measure of stability were obtained in 4 All the above references assumed Poisson arrivals and independent walking and service times. This assumption is unrealistic, however, when dealing with many applications, e.g. Local Area Networks using token-ring protocols. The arrival processes there may be quite irregular, highly bursty and correlated. Recently, Altman and Foss 1] obtained su cient stability conditions for polling systems with a general renewal arrival processes, and Massouli 22] reported some results on the construction of a stationary regime for general stationary ergodic arrival and service processes.
The analysis in this paper, which is based on pathwise bounds and limits, allows for more general arrival processes and makes it possible either to obtain strict upper bounds on several performance measures, such as waiting times, queue lengths, and workloads, or to derive path wise stability conditions, using a uni ed approach (based on the lemmas in Section 2). In a related paper 2], we discuss some special cases of the models presented in this paper, with a focus on their applications to token-ring communication networks.
Preliminary Lemmas
Following Stidham and El-Taha 24] (see also El-Taha and Stidham 14] , and Borovkov 9] Chapter 2) we consider a non-negative real-valued deterministic process, Z = fZ(t); t 0g -an input-output process -in which Z(t) 0 represents quantity in a system. Speci cally, we assume that the state space of Z is S = R + . We assume that fZ(t); t 0g is right continuous with left-hand limits, and that
where A(t) (D(t)) is the cumulative input to (output from) the system in 0; t] and both fA(t); t 0g and fD(t); t 0g are non-decreasing, right-continuous processes. Thus Z(t) has bounded variation on nite t-intervals. Note that D(t) Z(0) + A(t), since Z(t) 0. We shall refer to Z(t) generically as the work in the system at time t, with the understanding that it could be some other measure of quantity (e.g., the number of customers in a queue).
Let u(t) (v(t)) be the indicator function for up" ( down") time. That is, u(t) = 1 if the system is in the up" mode and u(t) = 0 if it is down" at time t; v(t) = 1 ? u(t). We assume that u( ) (and hence also v( )) is integrable over nite t-intervals. In a cyclic polling system, for example, if down" time corresponds to the time spent by the server walking" between queues, then In general we shall use and to denote the arrival rate and the departure rate, respectively, in some sense, the exact meaning of which will depend on the context. De ne = = . We de ne the burstiness of each process during a time interval, s; t) We shall assume that there is a sequence of time points, ft n ; n 0g, that de nes cycles for the system, with 0 = t 0 t 1 t 2 . We interpret t n to be the time point at which the n th cycle ends, for n 1. We de ne quantities corresponding to each cycle. Let T n := t n ? t n?1 , the duration of the n th cycle. Let U n := R tn t n?1 u(s) ds, and let V n := R tn t n?1 v(s) ds, the total up and down time, respectively, during the n th cycle. De ne W n := Z(t n ), the work in the system at the end of the n th cycle. Let B A n := B A t n?1 ;tn , the burstiness of the arrival process during the n th cycle, and let B D n := B D t n?1 ;tn , the burstiness of the departure process during the n th cycle.
To avoid technical di culties, we shall assume that t n ! 1 as n ! 1, which is the case, for example, when the down times, V n , n 1, are bounded below by a positive constant.
Motivated by gated and exhaustive polling systems, we shall make the following assumption throughout this paper:
Assumption. For all n 1, D(t n ) ? D(t n?1 ) W n?1 . That is, the output in each cycle is at least as great as the work in the system at the beginning of the cycle. Remark 1. Till now, our de nitions of cycles and down times have been very vague. In the following sections, other assumptions on the down times during a cycle (bounds on their duration or on their average duration) will make these notions more precise, and more related to what we understand by cycles and down time in applications. Note that without any further restrictions, the above Assumption is relatively innocuous. In fact, in the general setting that we have assumed up until this point simply an input-output process, fZ(t); t 0g, with an imbedded non-decreasing sequence of time points, ft n ; n 0g we are free to de ne the cycles so that the Assumption is trivially satis ed, so long as D(t) ! 1 as t ! 1. (For example, de ne the sequence, ft n ; n 0g, recursively by t n := infft : D(t) ? D(t n?1 ) W n?1 g.) As we have indicated, however, in each of our three applications the de nition of the cycles is implicitly constrained by the bounds or growth conditions that we impose on the down time, V n , in the n th cycle. These constraints are inspired by our motivating examples of vacation and polling systems, in which a cycle begins when the server begins serving a particular customer class. For additional observations and a counterexample when the constraints are not satis ed, see Remark 6 at the end of Section 4.
The following example illustrates these issues and motivates our rst result (Lemma 1 below).
Example 1 o . A Globally Gated Polling System. In a globally gated polling system a single server attends m queues, labeled i = 1; : : : ; m, in sequence, serving at each queue all work that was present at the beginning of the cycle and then moving on to the next queue. In this setting, a cycle begins each time the server arrives and begins service at queue 1. The server spends a certain amount of down or walking time moving from queue i to queue i + 1. (We identify queue m + 1 with queue 1.) The total walking time in cycle n is V n . For simplicity, assume that V n = V , n 1. If the departures were at a uniform rate, , then the duration of the n th cycle would be V + W n?1 = . If arrivals were at a uniform rate, , then W n would equal V + W n?1 , and therefore also equal n W 0 + V P n i=1 n?i . Now suppose arrivals and departures are at these uniform rates, except for a single arrival burst of size X in the third cycle. Then for n > 3, W n = n W 0 + V P n i=1 n?i + n?3 X.
The following is a similar result for our more general setup.
Lemma 1 Suppose that = = < 1, and let N be a non-negative integer. Then By our assumption that the output during the cycle must be no smaller than the work at the beginning of the cycle, both sides of this equation are non-negative. Noting < 1, we subtract times the left side from the right side and rearrange them to obtain W n W n?1 + V n + B A n ? B D n : (5) Beginning with W N and iteratively substituting for W n?1 in (5) leads to (4).
Next we bound the sum of the discounted bursts in equation (4) by the sum of the cor responding un discounted bursts when i < 1. This result, which is a consequence of the following lemma, is a key tool in establishing the bounds for all the models considered in the following sections.
Lemma 2 Suppose we have two sequences of real numbers, fB i g n i=1 and f i g n i=1 , such that 0 1 n . Then 1 B 1 + + n B n n maxf0; B n ; B n + B n?1 ; : : : ; B n + + B 1 g : (6) Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Suppose (6) holds for n. Since the right hand side is non negative, we can replace n with n+1 on the right hand side, and add n+1 B n+1 to both sides, thus obtaining 1 B 1 + + n B n + n+1 B n+1 n+1 (B n+1 + maxf0; B n ; B n + B n?1 ; : : : ; B n + + B 1 g) = n+1 maxfB n+1 ; B n+1 + B n ; B n+1 + B n + B n?1 ; : : : ; B n+1 + B n + + B 1 g n+1 maxf0; B n+1 ; B n+1 + B n ; : : : ; B n+1 + + B 1 g ; which establishes (6) for n + 1.
Lemma 3 Suppose that = = < 1, and let N be a non negative integer. Suppose also that 
T n n (9) Proof. For (7), we bound the terms of (4). Since the down times are bounded by V,
The bounds on the other terms follow from Lemma 2.
To show (8) , note that it follows from (3) that where we have used Lemma 1 to bound W n?1 . The result then follows using Lemma 2 and (10).
To prove (9) 
Using inequality (4) 
Bounding the terms on the right-hand side of (13) using Lemma 2 and (10) leads to the desired result.
Linear Burstiness Bounds
For this section, in addition to the assumptions of Sections 1 and 2, we assume that the input and output processes have bounds that are a special case of those studied by Cruz 12 (15) where A and D are non-negative constants. In words, for both the input and output processes, the burstiness in any interval is bounded by a constant independent of the length of the interval.
We also assume that the down time during any cycle is bounded by a constant: V n V , for all n 1. Proof. It follows from (2) and (14) It turns out that the di erence between the bound given for T n in Theorem 1 and V = (1 ? ) is due to the weak assumptions that we have made regarding the polling regime. (Recall that we require only that all the work present in the beginning of a cycle should leave during that cycle.) The following example shows that indeed our bound is tight, in the sense that any upper bound has to be at least V =(1 ? ) 2 . Consider a polling system with a single queue, an arrival process with a constant rate of < 1, a departure process with a constant rate of 1, and constant walking times equal to V .
Assume that the polling uses the following gated discipline for a very long time: when the server leaves the queue a cycle begins; only customers present at the beginning of a cycle are served in the current cycle (cf. the example of a globally gated discipline in the previous section). Since T n+1 = T n + V , it follows that the average cycle time converges to V=(1 ? ). Fix > 0 and let m be such that T m > V=(1 ? ) ? . Then the work in the queue at the end of the m th cycle is greater than V=(1 ? ) ? ]. Assume now that at the m + 1 st cycle the polling discipline changes to exhaustive, i.e. the server remains at the queue until it is empty. At the beginning of the m + 1 st cycle, the amount of work in the system satis es Z(t m ) > V= (1 ? consider polling systems with a nite number of queues. The bounds are improved by restricting to xed polling disciplines (e.g. gated or exhaustive), and then exploiting speci c characteristics of the polling regime. However, this requires a case-by-case analysis of di erent polling regimes. The methodology used in 3] to improve the bounds involves inductive arguments to estimate di erent quantities at each time that the server arrives to a queue (rather than at each time that a cycle begins).
Finally we show that the output from the system also satis es a Cruz-type bound (of the same type as (14) ) with the same average rate as the input average rate. The desired result then follows, again using Lemma 2.
Remark 3. The bounds obtained in this section may be useful in the analysis and design of communication systems. The characterization of the input process in terms of the average rate and burstiness is typical of the tra c in a communication network at the output of a spacer or a leaky bucket. The bound for the workload in the system can be used to obtain upper bounds on the size of the bu ers required so as to guarantee no losses. The strict bound on the cycle time is also quite desirable in communication applications, especially in order to guarantee some service quality for synchronous tra c (such as voice or video). Indeed, several token-ring protocols possess some distributed mechanism to enforce a strict upper bound on the cycle time; an example is the FDDI protocol. The fact that an upper bound for the cycle times is obtained for the Cruz-type arrival process suggests that previous distributed mechanisms to enforce such constraints can be replaced by shaping the input ows to a token ring using leaky buckets. Moreover, the fact that the output process satis es a Cruz-type bound may be used in analysing networks where the output from one token ring can be the input to another element of the network. Applications to token rings are discussed in more detail in 3] and 2].
Limiting Average Rates
In this section we consider systems in which the input and output processes have limiting average rates. Speci cally, in the same spirit as in Stidham and El-Taha 24], we make the following assumptions: 
We interpret as the sample-path version of the conditional departure rate, given that the system is up". We also assume that lim n!1 V n t n = 0; : (19) Theorem 3 Assume (17), (18), (19) , and = = < 1. Then
Proof. Let > 0 be given and suppose N is large enough so that for all i N and t t N , so that ?B D s;t 2 t n . Replacing the maxf g terms in Lemma 3 with 2 t n (in the case of (7) and (8)) or 2 t n+1 (in the case of (9) Taking limits as n ! 1, (20) and (21) it is equivalent to equality of the input and output rates:
As an elementary consequence, we obtain the following result for the long-run fraction of time that the system is down. (24) holds.
In the following theorem we derive an expression for the long-run average cycle length. P n i=1 V i n : (26) If, in addition, lim n!1 n ?1 P n i=1 V i = V < 1, then lim n!1 t n n = V 1 ? : (27) Proof. Let In fact the proof demonstrates that Theorem 3 holds for any system in which (17), (18), and (19) hold, with < , provided that (20) also holds. In particular, it su ces that the system be rate stable: Z(t)=t ! 0 as t ! 1. The fact that the average cycle length equals V=(1 ? ) for a large class of polling systems seems to be part of the folklore, but we could not nd a previous pathwise proof in the literature. A proof is given in Altman et al 4], but the proof there uses the theory of stationary point processes. The assumptions are in some sense orthogonal to ours in that they assume stationarity but not ergodicity of the processes involved.
Remark 6. The pathwise assumptions in this section and the last are usually easier to verify in polling systems if the cycles are de ned in the natural way. That is, each cycle ends when the server completes the walking time between the last queue and rst queue. Then as long as the walking time between each of the queues is bounded or has a long run average, the total walking time in each cycle will be bounded or have a long run average. The situation in systems where the cycles are not de ned in the natural way becomes more complicated. For example, as we observed in Remark 1 in Section 2, we can de ne the cycles so that the output Assumption is trivially satis ed. But then, typically, the bounds or growth conditions on down times per cycle or the constraint that < 1 will not be satis ed.
To illustrate, consider a system with two queues and cycles de ned trivially as above. The service intervals and walking times are always one time unit. The server can serve two customers per service interval at queue 1, and one customer per service interval at queue 2. All arrivals occur during the walking time between queue 2 and queue 1, with four customers arriving to queue 1 and one customer arriving to queue 2. We de ne the server to be up when it is serving at queue 2. Thus = 5=8 < 1. However, it is not di cult to show that for any initial work load, the arti cial cycles we de ned to meet the output assumption will start to double in length each successive cycle after some initial number of cycles. As a result fV n g is unbounded and V n =t n ! 3=8 as n ! 1. The restrictions on V n in this section and the last are not met.
This example points up the delicate interplay between the output assumption, the require ment that < 1, and the bounds or growth conditions on V n . In particular, we cannot simply de ne cycles so that the output condition is met and de ne up time so that < 1, if as a result the constraints on down time per cycle end up being violated.
Law of the Iterated Logarithm
In this section we show how our pathwise analysis can be used to characterize the asymptotic behavior of W n more precisely, in the presence of information about the rate of convergence of A(t)=t to . To keep the exposition simple we shall con ne our attention to the special case of a constant unit output rate while the system is up. That is, we assume that Let h(t) be a monotone non-decreasing function of t such that lim t!1 h(t) = 1. We make the following assumptions about fA(t); t 0g and fV n ; n 1g: for all n N + 1. Since was arbitrary, the desired result, (32), then follows by dividing both sides by h(t n ) and letting n ! 1. Theorem 5 applies, for example, to stochastic models in which the input process, fA(t); t 0g, satis es a Law of the Iterated Logarithm (LIL), in which case (30) holds with probability one with h(t) = p 2t log log t :
6 The Stochastic Case
In the previous three sections we considered a single sample path for which we obtained both performance bounds and stability conditions. In this section we shall discuss stochastic models. We rst note that the assumptions on the arrival and departure processes in Section 4 (speci cally, (17), (18)) hold for any ergodic arrival and departure processes with probability 1. In that case, Theorems 1 and 4 still hold, where the equalities and inequalities should be interpreted in the almost sure sense. The assumptions in Section 5 also hold in an a.s. sense for many ergodic arrival processes, with h given in (33), and hence Theorem 5 may be interpreted in the a.s. sense for these cases as well. Now we consider stochastic arrival processes of the type introduced by Yaron and Sidi 25] and Chang 11] characterized by bounds on the tail distribution. We shall consider a general bound and then specialize to both exponential and polynomial bounds. More precisely, we assume that there exist some constant > 0, and a non-increasing function G : R ! R + such that for all > 0, PfA(t) ? A(s) ? (t ? s) > g G( ) ; 0 s < t < 1 :
We shall further restrict the arrival process and the polling discipline to ensure that (34) holds when replacing t and s by some random times. Speci cally, we shall assume that it holds also for t and s chosen as the beginning and end of a cycle. That is, for all > 0, P(B A n > ) = PfA(t n+1 ) ? A(t n ) ? (t n+1 ? t n ) > ) G( ) ; n 0 : (35) Condition (35) is natural for a quite general class of arrival processes. At the end of this section we show that this includes i.i.d. arrivals each of which brings an amount of work that satis es some tail condition.
Throughout this section we shall make the following simplifying assumptions: (i) departures occur at a constant unit rate; (ii) the down times are uniformly bounded, i.e. there exists some constant V such that V n V a.s.
We show below that if < 1, then these assumptions imply that the workload at beginning of cycles and at arbitrary times, as well as the cycle durations, have similar types of bounds on their distributions. For the case of exponential bound, this will imply that all moments of the workload in the systems are uniformly bounded in time.
Moreover, we show that the departure process has a characterization of the same type as the input process, with the same . This again is important when considering a network that consists of a number of elements, each of which maps input processes of the type (34) into departure processes of the same type (with possibly di erent constants). Denote 
for any nonnegative constants a 0 ; a 1 ; :::; a n?1 such that a 0 + a 1 + ::: + a n?1 .
Proof: It follows from Lemma 1 that for all n = 0; 1; :::, W n W + P n i=1
G a n?i ?n+i :
Similarly, it follows from (11) The proof for T n is similar.
Next, we obtain bounds on the amount of work at an arbitrary moment, and on the departure As was done in Corollaries 2 and 3 for W n and T n , one may also obtain explicit exponential or polynomial bounds on the tail probabilities of Z(t) and on the departure process by using Theorem 7, when such bounds hold for the arrival process.
Su cient conditions for the burstiness constraint (35)
Since (35) is slightly di erent from the standard burstiness constraints (34) on the arrivals ( 25] , 11]), we present su cient conditions for it to hold. We rst show that for both exponential-type and polynomial-type bounds (35) PfA(t n + (l + 1) ) ? A(t n ) (l + 1) + + (^ l ? (l + 1))g for some C; m > 0, we get G(x) = c=x m (where c > 0 is some constant).
Next, we present su cient conditions for (45). We shall assume that work arrives to the system with customers". Denote by i the time between the arrival of customer i and customer i + 1, i 1. Denote by s i the work" that customer i brings (i.e., the service time required by it). Without loss of generality, assume that customer 1 arrives to an empty system at time t = 0. (iii) ft n g are independent of the future" in the following sense: for all r, n, an event B n;r f P r?1 j=1 j < t n P r j=1 j g is independent of the -algebra generated by the sequences ff l g l>r ; fs l g l>r g .
Lemma 4 Assume
Then there exists a constant > 0 such that, for all > 0, the bound (45), and hence (35) where the next-to-last equality follows from condition (iii) and the last equality from assumptions (i) and (ii.a). We see that our problem is reduced to estimating the probability P t; := P 
where (t) = 0 (t). Set a = E 1 , b = Es 1 . Choose > b=a and set c = a=b > 1. Fix some constantsc and~ satisfying 1 <c < c,~ = , where 0 < < 1 is arbitrary. Denote x = (c=a)t +~ , and let dxe denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. We shall decompose (46) into two parts which we shall estimate separately: P t; P 1 + P 2 ; P 1 := P f (t) dxeg ; P 2 := P Recall that in the de nition of~ , was arbitrary. We now choose a speci c so that a =c =: q is less than 1. Hence a~ =c = q . Denote R := sup n 0 P n i=1 (s i ? b ? 
